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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between

programming skill acquisition and various measuresofindividual differences,

including: 1) prior knowledge and general cognitive skills (¢.g., word

knowledge, information processing speed); 2) problem solving abilities (¢.g.,

ability to decompose a problem into its constituent parts); and 3) learning

style measures(e.g., asking for hints versus solving problems on one’s own).

Subjects (N = 260) received extensive Pascal programming instruction from

an intelligent tutoring system. Followinginstruction, an online battery ofcriterion

tests was administered measuring programming knowledge and skills acquired

from the tutor. Results showedthat a large amount(68%)ofthe outcomevariance

could be predicted by a working-memory factor, specific word problem solving

abilities (i.c., problem identification and sequencing of elements) and some learn

ing style measures(i.e., asking for hints and running programs). Implications Oo

the findings for the development of a theoretical framework on which to base

programminginstruction are discussed.

Whatare the characteristics of individuals who acquire programming skills effi-

ciently and effectively? Can we successfully predict who is morelikely to pick up

programming skills from a computer programming curriculum? Can we improv

the design of effective computer programming curricula? The research discusse

_ in this article investigates the relationship between programming skill acquisition

and various measuresofindividual differences, including: 1) prior knowledge and

cognitive skills (e.g., word knowledge, information processing speed); 2) Spee

word problem solving abilities (€.g., ability to decompose a problem into tts
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constituent parts); and 3) learning style behaviors (¢.g., asking for hints ve
solving problems on one’s own). Determining the correlated knowledge, SKILIs,
abilities, and traits for computer programming mayultimately provide educators
with an explicit framework on whichto base instruction. ,Paralleling the prevalence of computers in our society (and the Te
importance of computer programmers), research exploring underlying abilities 0
computer programmershasrecently flourished [1-7]. While these studies differ on
many dimensions(e.g., cognitive ability being measured, programming languagebeing instructed/learned),three general problem-solvingabilities have emerged as
potentially important to programming skill acquisition: understanding, method-
finding, and coding. Understanding is the identification of basic elements in a
problem. This involves determining properties andrelations of problem elements,
establishing the initial andfinal problem states, and hypothesizing the operations
needed for achieving the problemsolution. Method-finding involves decomposingand sequencing problem elementsinto an outline ofthe problem solution. That Is,
whatare the relevant operators or commands and how should they be arranged inthe solution of a programming problem? Coding is the process of translating the
natural language solution (from the previous stages) into programming code.Although this model has not been extensively tested, various researchers havefound supportforthe abilities of understanding [2, 7], method-finding [2, 4, 5, 8,9], and coding [2, 4] underlying programmingskill acquisition.

© purpose of this study was to verify the existence and explicate thenature of the relationship between specific problem-solvingabilities and program-ming skill acquisition from an intelligent tutoring system instructing Pascalprogramming. In other words, could success in learning programming skills bepredicted from measures of specific problem-solving abilities (i.e., understanding,method-finding, and coding) beyond individualdifferences accounted for by morebasic cognitive abilities?
The approach used to stud

knowledge and skills from two
on the Armed Services Vocatio
of knowledge and skills such a
The second data source consis
scores on a battery of compu
Measurement Program (LAM
cognitive tests usedin this st
tion processing speed in eac

Finally, an algebra word
specific problem-solving a
involved Partialling out cog

y these relationships involved estimating prior
sources. The first data source consisted of scores
nal Aptitude Battery [10] covering a broad range
S vocabulary knowledge and mathematical skills.
ted of cognitive process measures obtained from
lerized tests developed in the Learning Abilities

P) at the Air Force Resources Laboratory [11]. The
udy gauged working-memory capacity and informa-
h of three domains: quantitative, verbal and spatial.
problem test battery wascreated [12] to estimate the
bilities, discussed above.! The statistical approach
Nitive abilities from a learning outcome measure and
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The second ability ol method-findin& was divided into two subcomponents: 1) decomposition ofproblem parts; and 2) sequencing parts into an outlined solution.
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testing if there was any remaining influence on outcome attributable to problem-

solving abilities. In other words, is there anything unique to the problem-solving

abilities (estimated from performance on an algebra word problemstest) that can

predict who will succeed in learning to program a computer?

Another goalof this research was to ascertain additional variables that mayrelate to

efficient and effective programming skill acquisition. Included in this category are

various learning style behaviors suchas asking for hints from the system and actually

running programs which was possible during phases 2 and3 ofthe tutor.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects in this study consisted of 260 males and females participating ina

seven-day study on the acquisition of Pascal programming skills from an intel-

ligent tutoring system. The genderdistribution in the sample was approximately

80 percent males and 20 percentfemales. All subjects were high school graduates

(or equivalent) with a mean age of 22.4. Subjects were recruited and selected from

San Antonio colleges and technical schools. None of the subjects had any prior

Pascal programming experience. All subjects were paid for their participation

consisting of forty hoursoftesting and learning.

Materials

The Pascal programming intelligent tutoring system (Pascal ITS) used in this

study was originally developed at the Learning Research and Development Cen-

fied at the Air Force

ter, University of Pittsburgh [13] and extensively modi

Human Resources Laboratory. This system runs on @ Xerox 1186 computer and

wasdesigned to help non-programmers learn how to program in Pascal.

The curriculum consisted of twenty-five programming problems of increasing

difficulty. Initial problems involved simple write and read functions (¢-g-» Prob-

lem 2—Write a program that prints oul your name and phone number). Inter-

mediate problems involved simple “for” or “while” loops (e.g., Problem 13—

Write a program that asks the user ifhe or she would like to see a line ofstars. If

so, print a line ofstars. Continue the above until the user does not want to see stars

anymore). Later problems ‘avolved more complex “while or “repeat until” loops

(e.g., Problem 25—-Write aprogram that asks the user ifhe or she wants to square

an integer. If so, read in an integer, Square it, and print out the result. Keep a

running total of all the squares that are computed. Continue the above until he

user doesn’t want to square an integer any longer. Then print out the running tota

ofall the squares).
in the tutor’s curriculum, there were three

blems1
ee

o teach different skills associated with
-

For each of the twenty-five pt

learning phases. Each phase was designed t
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Figure 1. Screen of the Pascaltutor with a Phase 1 solution.

programming. In phase 1, subjects had to generate natural language solutions to
programming problems. In phase 2, subjects expressed their phase 1 solutions in
the form of “programming plans” [14]. These plans were then arranged into
flowcharts (connecting like jigsaw puzzle pieces) for each problem. In phase 3,
subjects translated their phase2 visual solutions into Pascal code. Figures 1, 2, and
3 show the screen for the three phases in the solution of an intermediate problem
type. This problem (#13) involved printing or not printing stars, depending on the
user’s response.For any given problem, Subjects were required to proceed sequen-
tially through the three phases. They could not go onto the next phase until they
had succeededin the current phase. Subjects could take as long as they needed to
go throughthe entire curriculum. Upto thirty hours were allowedforinteraction,
and no subject required additional time.~

2 a .
The mean time spent on the tutor was 12.2 hours, with a 5.2 hour standard deviation. The

minimum time to complete the entire ITS was 2.8 hours and . . .
260). The data were normally distributed, and the maximum time was 29.2 hours (NV
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Figure 2. Screen of the Pascal tutor with a Phase 2 solution.

Subjects could ask for unlimited hints from the tutor and there werethreelevels

to each hint, from more thought-provoking to more straightforward. Subjects were

also free to run their solutions in phases 2 and 3. In phase 2, running a “program”

would result in a dynamic flow of control as various plans (jigsaw puzzle pieces)

lit up as they became active or relevant. The same flow of contro] could be

witnessed in phase 3 where each line of code was highlighted as it became active.

A criterion posttest battery was created and administered online that tested the

breadth and depth of knowledge and skills acquired from the Pascal ITS. This

battery consisted of three tests, each one requiring progressively more complex

programmingskills. Thefirst test involved the detection oferrorsin simple Pascal

programs. Subjects were given a problem statement, presented with some Pascal

present. If an error was thought to be
code, and asked to determineif an error was

present, they had to indicate what type of error it was (¢.g., unnecessary line,

misplaced line, missing line). Subjects then hadto identify the part of the program

(the line) which manifested the error. The secondtest involved decomposing and
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Figure 3. Screen of the Pascal tutor with a Phase 3 solution.

ordering Pascal commandsinto a problem solution. Here, subjects received a
problem statement, then a menu of possible commands (e.g., Readin, Write,
If...Then...). They selected and arranged the commandsto solve the programming
problem in an adjacent window. Forthe third test, subjects generated and wrote
Pascal code from scratch in response to programming problem statements. There

were twelve problemspertest, comparable to the problem types encountered
during the tutor. Subjects could take as long as they needed to completethetests.
For each test, accuracies per problem as well as response latencies were automal-
icallytallied and recorded by the system.

The algebra word problems test battery [12] consisted offourtests measuring
the following specific problem-solving abilities: 1) Problem type identification;
2) Problem decomposition into relevant arithmetic operators; 3) Sequencing of

3 Scoring of thethird test. L.e., writing Pascal cod : .
reliability was high (r > .90) (ie., g code) was doneoffline by two scorers, and interscoref

i
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the operators; and 4) Translation of verbal problem statements into algebraic

equations. The first test (problem identification or understanding), consisted of

twelve possible problem types: triangle, distance/rate/time, average, scale conver-

sion, ratio, interest, area, mixture, probability, number, work, and progressions.

Subjects initially read definitions of each problem type, then for ensuing

problems, had to select the most appropriate classification. For the second and

third tests, algebra word problems were presented and the subject was

required to specify the arithmetic operators involved, and the proper order-

ing of those operators, respectively. The last test required translation of word

problemsinto mathematically correct equations. An example item from the trans-

lation test is: “Lester Lanning, a band leader, pays his drummer $500 for each

4-hour job. One month, the drummer worked 68 hours. How much did the

drummer make?” (a) (68 +4) x 500; (b) (68 x 500); (c) (500/4) x 68;

(d) (4/68) + 500. : :

_ As stated earlier, this test ba

believed to be related to learning to program: understanding parallels problem

identification in that the goal of the understanding phaseis to identify what type

of problem needs to be solved. Method-finding maps onto decomposing and

sequencing steps in a problem becauseit results in a program outline where each

problem step is explicitly identified and placed in a particular order. Finally,

coding involvesthe translation of natural language solutions into programming

codes, comparable to the translation of arithmetic operators into an algebraic

equation. This paper and pencil test took approximately thirty minutes for subjects

to complete and consisted of ten problems per section.

The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)was included in

this study to see how incoming knowledge andskills related to the acquisition of

a new skill—Pascal programming. The ASVAB consists of ten separate tests:

General Science, Arithmetic Reasoning, Word Knowledge, Paragraph Com-

prehension, Numerical Operations, Coding Speed, Auto Shop,Mechanical Com-

prehension, Math Knowledge,and Electronics Information. This paper and pencil

battery took 3.5 hours to complete andis used by the various armed services for

selection and classification of enlisted personnel. All subjects in this study were

administered the ASVAB prior to the Pascal ITS. An example test item Is

presented from the Word Knowledgetest. Thisrequires the examinee to choose an

alternative word whose meaning is most like the meaning of a word underlined in

a phrase: “It was a smalltable.”(a) sturdy; (b) round; (c) little; (d) cheap.

ry was created to map onto the proposed abilities -
? fTel

ample, “A scale conversion problem
4

.
Definitions of problem types were kept simple. For ex i

. i to 36

consists of converting a quantity from one unit of measurement to another, like from 1 yar

wanking
JULOCS.

ponse. But of the four alternatives,

(68/4) x 500.5

a
.

There are, of course, other representations of this correctres

just one is right. For this item, a correct alternative representation 1S-
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The Learning Abilities Measurement Program (LAMP) at the Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory conducts basic research on individual differencesin
cognitive abilities and skill acquisition. As part of this program, different com-
puterized tests, administered on Zenith 248 microcomputers, have been developed
during the past five years that measure the cognitive attributes of working-
memory capacity (WM) and information processing speed (PS) in eachofthree
different domains: quantitative, verbal, and spatial [15]. Working memory tests
require an individual to maintain some information in temporary storage while
simultaneously processing new information. The degree to which individuals can
handle this dual tasking without becoming overloaded reflects their working-
memory Capacity. Processing speedtests require an individual to answer various
items as quickly as possible without sacrificing accuracy. A test battery was
created [11] that consisted of three tests for each of the six categorics—WMand
PS in the verbal, quantitative and spatial domains (18 tests in all). Also included in
the battery were several measures of general knowledge (see Appendix i ior
descriptions ofall tests in this battery).

Learning behaviors (or indicators) were extracted from each student’s history
list. This extensive list represents all actions taken during tutor involvement.
Sixty-six learning behaviors weretallied by the computerfor each of the twenty-
five problems, for each phase, Indicators were summedat the endofthetutorfor
total count measures, and slopes were derived across the twenty-five problems
showing changesin behaviors over time. There are two parts to interpreting slope
measures: 1) the size of the slope, and 2) the direction of the sign. Larger slopes
imply more change from beginning to end ofthe tutor while smaller (or flat)
Slopes imply less (or no) change. Negative slopes imply a reduction in some
behavior while positive slopes imply an increase in a behaviorover time.
The learning behaviors investigated in this article included: Total number of

hints requested (Hints), the slope of hints requested (Slope-Hints), numberof
times a program was run (Runs), and the Slope of runs (Slope-Runs). These
measures were selected as being representative of volitional types of behaviors
(i.., those actions under the learner’s control). Preliminary findings have sug-
gested that the hint-asking indicator is a potent predictor of Pascal programming
Skill acquisition [16].

Procedure

Subjects were tested in groups of approximately fourteen persons, and therewere twenty groupstestedall together. Each group spent seven days (nearly sixhours per day)in this study. Subjects began the Study being tested on the basic
cognitive pr i inig process measures. Over successive days, they were administered theASVAB, followed bythe algebra word problemstest battery, the ITS (up to 30hours), and the criteriontest battery.
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RESULTS.

The data were analyzed in two ways. First, to reduce the number of incoming

knowledge and skill measures, I computed a factor analysis combining ASVAB

and LAMP test data. Second, to test incremental predictive validities of the

various sets of measures, hierarchical regression analyses were computed. The

three sets of measuresthat weretested included:1) incoming knowledge and skills

factors derived from the factor analysis; 2) specific problem-solving ability

measures from scoreson the algebra word problemstests, and 3) particular learn-

ing behaviors, obtained from the studenthistory lists.

Results from the factor analysis (principal axis factoring with varimax rotation)

yielded five factors accounting for 57 percent of the variance. Following are the

interpretations of each factor: Factor 1 (Working Memory), Factor 2 (General

Knowledge); Factor 3 (Information Processing Speed); Factor 4 (Technical

Knowledge); and Factor 5 (Perceptual Speed). Descriptive statistics for each one

of the ASVAB and LAMPtestsare presented in Table 1. Factor loadings for each

test can be seen in Table2.

Hierarchical regression analyses were computedtesting incremental validities

predicting overall learning outcome from the Pascal ITS. The learning criterion

measure wasthe average score from the three criterion tests.

Thefirst set of measures to be entered into the equation predicting programming

skill acquisition were the five factor scores measuring incoming knowledge andskills:

Working memory, general knowledge, information processing speed, technical

knowledge, and perceptual speed. These were entered first as they represent more

fundamental cognitive abilities [17-20]. The theoretical framework supporting this

position was derived from the organization of aptitudes outlined by Cattell [21].

All five factors were entered into the equation. After backwards elimination,

only Factor 5 (perceptual speed) droppedout. The four remaining knowledge and

skills factors (i.e., working memory, general knowledge, information processing

speed, and technical knowledge) accounted for 50 percent of the learning outcome

variance (Multiple R = .71). Keeping those four variables in the equation, the

measures of problem-solving ability were added next. Backwards elimination of

this set of variables resulted in decomposition being removed first’ followed by

translation. So, by step two, the equation contained the four cognitive factors plus

two problem-solving abilities—understanding (or problem identification) and

sequencing (Multiple R = .75). The two problem-solving abilities contributed an

additional 7 percent to the prediction of learning outcome, a significant

increase (p < .001) beyondthefirst set of factors. Finally, the third set of variables

d for eachofthe three tests. Results showed no major
6

*

Separate regression analyses were compute
comparison with the overall measure, so the overall

differences in predictors for individual tests in

outcome measureis reported.
7

. . . .

The removal of the decomposition skills variable was due to its very high (r =

sequencing, thus not contributing any new variance to the equation.

90) correlation to

  



 
Do ~ Sets wassignificant (p < -001).
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for ASVAB and LAMP Tests (N = 260)
 

 

Variable M SD Minimum Maximum

Arithmetic reasoning (ASVAB) 52.14 9.19 30.00 66.00
Math knowledge (ASVAB) 52.53 8.98 33.00 68.00
Word knowledge (ASVAB) 53.00 6.98 26.00 61.00
Paragraph comprehension (ASVAB) 52.46 7.53 29.00 62.00
Mechanical comprehension (ASVAB) 52.95 9.86 24.00 70.00
Electronic information (ASVAB) 92.93 9.16 30.00 70.00
Auto shop (ASVAB) 53.06 8.94 24.00 69.00
General science (ASVAB) 52.83 8.81 30.00 68.00
Numerical operations (ASVAB) 92.79 8.40 24.00 62.00
Coding speed (ASVAB) 92.05 7.96 27.00 72.00

Working Memory
ABCrecall (LAMP) 46.11 26.14 0.00 100.00
Mental math (LAMP) 47.60 25.47 0.00 100.00
Slots test (LAMP) 60.20 19.01 0.00 95.00
Word span (LAMP) 99.82 26.24 0.00 100.00
Reading span (LAMP) 62.21 24.02 0.00 100.00
ABCDtest (LAMP) 37.09 24.95 0.00 93.33Spatial visualization (LAMP) 29.39 20.65 0.00 100.00Figure synthesis (LAMP) 76.12 1087 41.67 94.44Ichikawa (LAMP) 73.50 9.20 34.44 95.56

Information Processing Speed
Numberfact reduction (LAMP) 3.75 1.50 0.28 8.00Odd-Eventest (LAMP) 135 0.41 0.19 3.58Larger-Smaller test (LAMP) 0.54 0.12 0.37 1.72Meaning identity (LAMP) 1.28 0.40 0.77 3.31Semantic relations (LAMP) 1.86 0.45 0.22 3.22Category identification (LAMP) 1.13 0.30 0.27 2,96String matching (LAMP) | 138 0.35 0.25 2.55Santa's figures (LAMP) 0.88 0.23 0.45 1.97Palmer’s figures (LAMP) 122 031 0.29 2.87

General Knowledge
General knowledge survey (LAMP) 60.87 20.09 0.00 98.00Meaningidentity (LAMP) 93.78 555 60.42 100.00
 Note: Meanswith single digitsA refer to latency scores(in seconds) while meanswith doubledigits refer to the percent correct

and associated Slope measures were added to the equation. These included hints,Slope-hints, runs, and slope-runs. All four learning style variables remainedin the€quation following backwards climination (Multiple R = 82).

The

amoun. . SUIUDIC AR OL). The amount ofunique variance (11%) accountedfor by these new variables beyond the other two
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Table 2. Five Factor Solution from Principal Axis Factor

Extraction with Varimax Rotation

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5

ASCrecall | 81 13 -.16 18 14

Arithmetic reasoning | .66 i af 22

Math knowledge .64 20

=

=—-.18 38 26

Mental math .63 14 -.09 10 18

Figure synthesis .63 10 -.02 20 12

Reading span 56 22

0

«0-13 .00 15

Slots test 56 22 15 11 42

Spatial visualization 55 23

=

=-.13 41 04

Word span 55 41 -.17 23 20

Ichikawa 54 00 —-20 12 11

ABCDtest 52 320 12 25 .04

Word knowledge 32 72

=

=-11 36

=

-.08

Meaningidentity (latency) -.13 ~-.68 44 -12 -20

General knowledge survey .39 65 -.23 33

=

—03

Paragraph comprehension 2 61 -.01 30 21

Meaningidentity (percent correct) al .59 .08 A3 11

Semantic relations (latency) 05 -—50 44 -05 —12

String matching -.08 -03 71 -—00 -08

Numberfact reduction -32 -.14 61 -03 -—41

Odd-Eventest 18 -16 60 -13 -.08

Santa's figures —.03 12 58 06 .08

Palmer's figures 19-12 57  -—10 -.06

Larger-Smailertest —.21 -.18 53. -13

=

-.21

Category identification 03 =-.48 52 08 —-—13

Auto shop .08 A7 03 .76 .09

A 15 -.16 74 02
Mechanical comprehension
Electronic information

General science 38 48

04 -.20 02 63

15 -.16 07 .60

30 22 08 73 0

—.18 58 -.10

Numerical operations .36

Coding speed 32

8%) was accounted for by
In summary, a large amount of criterion variance (6 for

problem-solving abilities,
three sets of variables: incoming knowledge and skills,

and learning behaviors. Table 3 showsthe final solution. . _

The WMfactor was the best predictor of Pascal programming skill acquisition.

Withall of the other variables in the equation, this was the only one of the onginal

cognitive factors that remained significant. The algebra word problem solving
OOLIG Ua bare wae
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Table 3. Hierarchical Regression Solution Predicting Overall Learning Outcome
(Multiple A = .82)
 

 

Variable Beta T Significance

Knowledge and Skills
Working memory factor 0.26 5,00 0.001
General knowledgefactor 0.06 1.31 0.191
Processing speedfactor —0.06 -1.15 0.149
Technical skills factor 0.04 0.81 0.418

Problem Solving Abilities
Problem identification 0.12 2.55 0.011
Sequencing 0.18 3.33 0.001

Learning Behaviors
Hints 0.23 -2.70 0.007
Slope-hints 0.18  -209 0.038Runs 0.07 1.77 0.078
Slope-runs 0.09 2.21 0,028
 

abilities of identifying problems and Sequencing solutions were also important predic-lors of programming skill acquisition. Both of these variables showed positiverelationshipsto learning outcome. Andofthe learning behaviors, asking for hints fromthe system was associated with significantly lower outcome scores [16] while runningPrograms was a productive behavior (but only marginally significant). The slopemeasures remained in the equation along with the total count measures. For slope--hints, the more negative Slopes (i.e., progressively fewer hints requested overtime)predicted learning outcome, Butfor Slope-runs,the morepositive slopes (i.e., progres-Sively more programs run over time) predicted learning outcome.| From the results above,a logical conclusion would be that hint-asking,overall,Is a suboptimal behavior. This js particularly disturbing since one of the mainfeatures of intelligent tutoring systems is their ability to provide assistanceto learners. Thelast analysis examined hint-asking behavior more closely, t0disambiguate hint-users from hint-abusers. That is, some individuals may haverequested a lot of hints because they really needed help. Others may have askedfor hints due to a particular learning style. Additionally, some individuals
t have askedforit, resulting in “floundering”
ave askedfor hints because they were proceed-
these four hypothetical categories of subjects.
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Table 4. Four Hypothetical Subject Categories
 

 

Expected
Errors Hints | Outcome Category

Few Few High Productive
Few Many Low Hint-abusers
Many Few Low Counter-productive
Many ~ Many High Hint-users
 

Table 5. Regression Solution Predicting Overall Learning Outcome

 

 

(Multiple A = .84)

Variable B T Significance

Hints 2,87 1.19 0.237
Errors ~22.51 -9.58 0.001

Hints x Errors 5,84 7.87 0.001
 

This categorization of subject types was based on a rational analysis of needs.If

a subject does not make errors, he or she haslittle need for hints, but if a subject

makesa lot of errors, then there is a clear need for assistance. To test the main

effects of hints and errors on leaming outcome(and particularly the interaction

between them), a regression analysis was computed. The solution is presented in

Table 5. Results indicated that the main effect of errors was significant as well as

the interaction between hints and errors (Multiple R = .84). The main effect of

hints on learning outcome wasnotsignificant.

To illustrate this interaction, rather than present scatterplots of the data, |

computed median splits for the main effects. This resulted in four groups of

subjects, Figure 4 represents these data. The four groups included: 1) Few Errors,

Few Hints (N = 115), 2) Few Errors, Many Hints (WV = 13),3) ManyErrors, Few

Hints (N = 11), and 4) Many Errors, Many Hints (V = 103).

The disordinal interaction depicted in Figure 4 supports the conclusion that

hints are differentially good/bad for different individuals. For individuals in the

“few errors” group,learning outcome wassignificantly higher (F'1,126 = 18.29; p

< .001) if they worked out solutions on their own(i.e., asked for fewerhints) than

if they relied on the system forhelp (i.e., asked for manyhints). But for individuals

in the “many errors” group, just the opposite was true: more hints were associated

with higher outcomescores (Fi,112 = 3.61; p = .06).

* ‘There is an unequal numberof subjects in each cell since 1) hints and errorsare correlated and

only eleven subjects comprised the
2) someofthe cells are more/less typical than others. For example,
“Many Errors, Few Hints” group. Most individuals making a lotoferrors request hints. Note also that

the significant interaction reported in the text was based on continuous data. When the regression was

recomputed with the category data, the interaction remained significant.
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Figure 4,Interaction between Hints and Errors.

DISCUSSION

The question asked at the beginningofthis article concerned the characteristics
of individuals who successfully acquired programming skills. This issue was
addressed in termsofthe knowledge,skills, abilities andtraits tested in this study.
Theliterature on individual differences in Skill acquisition is replete with studiesshowing that people acquire a new skill because of their incoming knowledge andcognitive skills [12, 19, 20, 22}. But there is muchlessin the individualdifferen-
ces literature concerning the role of problem-solving abilities and stylisticmeasures On new learning, The main research question in this article was: Once
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the weighty influencesof incoming knowledgeandskills have been controlled, do

problem-solving abilities or stylistic variables contribute anything new in predict-

ing learning outcome? The appealof investigating specific abilities is that they

can be instructed and learned while morebasic cognitive skills are less subject to

change [23, 24].
" First, it was shownthat individuals with higher scores on the working memory

factor evidenced higherscoreson the criteriontest battery. Working memory has

been shownto predict both declarative learning and procedural learning [25]. The

Pascal ITS used in this study involved both kinds of learning. Also, working

memory has been shownto correlate very highly with general reasoningabilities

[26] which has been shownto correlate highly with general intelligence [20]. So

these results were notatall surprising and replicated others’ findings on working

memory and cognitive skill acquisition. The more fundamental question about the

exact facets of working memory that cause improved learning goes beyond the

Scope 0 t new learning does appear to be mediated by working-
scope of this article. But new learning Coes ap

memory capacity. :
Next, problem-solving abilities were estimated from scores on an algebra word

problemstest battery. Those measures were then used as predictors of program-

ming skill acquisition after incoming knowledge andskills factors were entered

into the equation. Results indicated that there was additional, unique variance

accounted for by two of the problem-solving abilities. The two major points of

interest here are that certain skills measured in one domain (algebra) predicted

skill acquisition in another domain (computer programming). This kind oftransfer

of skills from one area to anotheris not often reported in theliterature. Second,

two problem-solving abilities (problem identification and sequencing) signifi-

cantly predicted programming-skill acquisition after the effects of the cognitive

factors were controlled. Translation and decomposition abilities did not predict

learning outcome. Because sequencing and decomposition skills were highly
correlated (r = .90), decomposition dropped outof the final equation as it was

virtually indistinguishable from sequencing. The most probable explanation of

why translation was not included in the final equation is that in this sample of

non-programmers, the most difficult hurdle for most of them had to do with

formulating and organizing an outline solution for a given problem. Once that

structure was established(i.e., sequenced appropriately), translating it into Pascal

code wasrelatively easy, especially in conjunction with the tutor’s support. The

pedagogical approachtakenbythe ITS emphasized the higher, conceptual level of

programming (i.e., organizing a solution using programming plans or con-

structs) more than the lower level, syntactical aspects of Pascal coding. Thus,

these findings based on the relative importance of the abilities of understanding

and sequencing are not surprising in light of the design and implementation

of the ITS.44a 2A

All four of the learning style measures

this tells us is that there are certain behaviors W

predicted the learning criterion. What

hich seem to be moreefficacious
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during learning a new skill than others. A particular learning style indicator,
hint-asking, showed a significant and strong negative correlation with learning
outcome (r = -.64). The obvious (but misleading) conclusion is that problem
solving on one’s own without excessive assistance from a tutor leads to better
learning outcome.It was later shown that this statement is only true for a certain
class of individuals(i.¢., those making few errors). For others(i.e., those making
more errors), it was better to seek tutorial assistance. Furthermore, hint-slope data
showed that if one hadto ask forhints, it was better to get assistance early in the
tutor andtry to avoid relying on help duringthelater stages of learning.
The four hypothetical subject categories and expected outcomes were thus

supported by the data. Some people asked for hints dueto their learning style
(hint-abusers”). Others asked for hints because they were having problems
(“hint-users”). For the persons not using the hint option, those making few errors
did not really need help, but there were some individuals who, for whatever
reasons, Chose not to get help from worse 0n{rom the system. This group did worse onthe
outcome measure than any other category of subjects.
The overall picture that emerges from these findingsis that successin learning

programming skills from the Pascal ITS used inthis Study can be predicted by
working-memory capacity, good problem-solving abilities, and being an active
learner (i.¢., running programs, working out solutions on one’s own,or seeking
assistance when appropriate). It is importantto keep in mind, though, that these
results are mediated bythe interaction involving learning environment, learner
behaviors, and learning outcome measures employed in this study. The ITS
environmentdiffered between persons asa result of learners’ activities. That is,if
4 person proceeded throughthe tutor by repeatedly asking for hints (whether help
was really neededornot), then the environment was more structured or didactic.
But for individuals relying on their own problem-solving abilities, the environ-
ment wasless Structured, eliciting more trial-and-error types of learning
behaviors.” As illustrated in Figure 4 by the disordinal interaction, some environ-
ments are better suited for some individuals than others. The more didactic
environment resulting from many hints being requested is better for those commit-
ting Many errors, while the moretrial-and-error environment resulting from mini-
malhints is better for subjects making fewererrors during learning.Whatare the implications of these findings for programming teachers and ITSdevelopers? Since certain problem-solving abilities, as outlined and tested in this
study, are highly correlated with Successful acquisition of programmingskills, and since these same abilities are trainable [23], computer programmingcurricula may benefit from the inclusion of supplemental instruction on relevantproblem-solvingskills (e,§., part-task training of sequencingskills).

1
Op. Mane —— sat * a . ,

: i : .
on theinteraction of fon,talin [27] ora complete discussion of a taxonomy oflearning skills based

ensions: i : . .learning styles, hsions earning environment, learning outcome, subject matter, and
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Information about an individual’s cognitive process measures mayalso be used

to vary instruction in a principled manner, such as teaching smaller chunks of

relevant knowledge for those with lower WM capacity.In other words, since WM

capacity was shownto be an important predictor ofprogramming skill acquisition,

and the functional size of an individual’s working memory cannotbedirectly

manipulated, instruction may be varied based on differing units of knowledge for

those individuals judged (by simple testing) to have smaller WM capacities.

Furthermore, if a person is making more than the usual numberof errors

during learning,he or she could be encouragedto get help from the system,or the

system could give help, unsolicited. If a person is judged to be makingless than

the average numberoferrors, the system could either impose a limitation on the

numberof hints a person mayreceive, or reinforce an individual’s independence

in the learning process, especially in the latter stages of learning.

In conclusion, a large amountofthe criterion variance (68%) can be explained

by just a few variables. This information can be used to enhance instruction,

focusing on those variables impacting programmingskills acquisition, or we can

use the findings to predict who will acquire good programming skills for selection

and classification purposes.If the designated variables can be instructed and/or

trained, we can maximizeinstruction for more individuals, whichis the purpose of

ITS’s, in particular, and education, in general. For purposes of selection and

classification, our findings highlight the variables that allow us to predict whois

likely to acquire programming skills.

APPENDIX 1: BATTERY OF CAM TESTS—VERSION1.0

I. WORKING MEMORY(Percent correct)

A. Quantitative

ABC Recall: Subjects must learn and remember numeric values assigned to the

letters A, B, and C. Statements (e.g., A = B/2) are presented one at a time, and

subjects are permitted to lookat each onefor as long as desired before going on to

the next statement. They are then askedto recall the valuesof the letters one ata

time. Some of the problems are more difficult than others since values must be

computed (e.g., A =2x8or, A= 16). Still other values cannot be computed until

the value of another letter is known(¢.g., B = A + 4). Even-odd reliability = .95.

Mental Math: This task requires subjects to calculate a subtraction or division

problem mentally, and then choose the correct answer from 5 alternatives. A

problem appears onthe screen for 2 seconds (preceded by a warning asterisk) and

ained and monitored in a history list.If the number
not explicitly

Id invoke some tutoring, even if not exp:‘This error count can be madeby the ITS, maint

of errors exceeds some threshold value, that cou

requested.
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then disappears. Subjects mentally solve the problem for as long as they wish.
When they have the answer, they hit the space barto see the five alternatives.
They have 4 seconds to type in the numberof the correct answer. Even-odd
reliability = .88.

| Slots Test: This test presents simple math equations (e.g., 5 + 2) in five sequen-tial positions on the screen. Subjects must calculate the equationsas they arepresented and rememberthe answer for each position. Following the Presentationof all equations, a question mark appearsin one ofthe positions, and subjectsatype in the corresponding answer. Thefive positions are marked by horizontalines, one nextto the other. Problems are presented from left to right, one at a lime.Tworates of presentation exist (i.€., slow and fast) and before eachtrial, Subjectsare warned to get ready for either a slow or fast item. Each problem presentsbetween 1 and 10 math equations. In the moredifficult items, new math problemsmay be presented in a slot where a problem wasalready presented. Subjects are—J eeSo a

required to rememberthe mostrecent answer. Even-odd reliability = .91.

B. Verbal

ABCD Test: Subjects are presented with five generalrules:

Rule 1—Set 1 = A and B.
Rule 2—Set 2 = C and D.
Rule 3—Set 1 caneither precedeor follow Set 2.Rule 4—Acaneither precede or follow B.Rule 5—C caneither precede or follow D.

answers. They then choos
Even-odd reliability = .81,

Word Span Test: Subjects are required to memorize a short list of words andanswer questions about them. A “Get Ready!!” waming precedes the words,Which are presented one at a time. The questions are asked in an equation-likeformat. For example, if the list Were ‘neat, burp, inn’, a possible question is ’neat+1= 2’, This question asks for the word which is one position after ’neat’.Answers are presentedin a multiple choice format; alternatives are Synonymsto
whirh matnwalen matches the word from the lislong. Subjects answer three ques

1 msaw sauesusUwed AUR LEG oyuuily

t. Any given wordlist is between 3 to 5 words
tions about each list, after which they are
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told how many questions they had correct for that word list. Even-odd

reliability = .93.

Reading Span: This task tests subjects’ ability to classify true/false state-

ments and their short-term memory capacity. Subjects are presented list of

sentences of general knowledge which they must determine to be true/like
(’L’) or false/different (’D’). Concurrently, they must memorize the last word in
each sentence (this word is highlighted a different color from the other words).
Sentences are presented oneat a time, after which they are asked to type in thefirst

two letters of each word in the order that they appeared. Subjects receivepartial

credit if the correct letters are typed in, but in the wrong sequence. Even-odd

reliability = .93.

C. Spatial

Figure Synthesis: Two geometric figures are presented for subjects who are

instructed to imagine the shape if the pieces were rearranged to form onefigure.

These figures are then replaced by a third figure. The subject must determine

whether or not the third figure could be formed from the combined figures.

Reaction time is presented when subjects give the correct response. Even-odd

reliability = .65.

Spatial Visualization: This task requires 3-dimensional visualization. Subjects

read descriptions of blocks and visualize how they appear before andafter various

manipulations (e.g., colors, initial size, ensuing size, numberof blocks it may be

cutinto, etc.). The subjectis allowed to study the description for 30 seconds before

the first question is asked (although the description remains on the screen

throughoutthe problem). Subjects work the problems mentally and then choose

one of the multiple choice answers using the letters A through O. Subjects are

given 60 seconds to respond, at which time they are told to enter their response

(within another 10 seconds).If no responseis entered during thattime,the item is

counted wrong.For each description, three or more questions may be asked in this

multiple choice format. Even-oddreliability = .84.

Ichikawa: This test presents a 5 x 5 matrix of squares containing 7 asterisks.

The placement of the asterisks is random. Subjects see a warning asterisk, the

matrix filled with asterisks, and then a blank matrix with a question mark in one of

the squares. Subjects are to determine whether or not an asterisk was in that

square, and respond with ’L’ (correct) or ’—D’ (not correct). Subjects have 3

seconds to respond, and then a new blank matrix appears with another question

markin it. For each matrix, three positionsare questioned. The computerprovides

accuracy feedback. Subjects are allowed to study the initial matrix for 2

seconds, followed by a 1 second delay before questions are asked. Even-odd

reliability = .73.
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answer(¢.g., "TE’ for Texas). The computer responds with ’correct’ or ’wrong’.
Even-oddreliability = .93.

Meaning Identity: Two words are presented and the subject must decide
whether they have the sameor different meanings. Subjects are to type in ’L’ if
they have the same meaning, and ’D’if they have different meanings. Even-odd
reliability = .80.

Semantic Relations Verification Test: Subjects must determine whetherornot
. . 3simple sentencesare true (’L’) or false CD’) (€.g., "Theft is a crime would be a

true sentence). The computer responds with whetheror notthe subject made the
cofrect response, and the reaction time if the response is correct. Even-odd
reliability = .84.
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